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Share your thoughts
They will be entered into the installation frequent traveller

Condividi i tuoi pensieri
Appariranno nell’installazione frequent traveller

How do you feel in a situation without technology?
Come ti senti in una situazione senza tecnologia?

I feel that I am not wearing any clothes and am

initiating body implants. What's technology anyway? Is

my nervous system technology?

Is my familial equipment?

To be able to communicate to a societal person

What means home for you?
Cosa vuol dire casa per te?

To be able to communicate to a societal person

What’s the aim of travelling for you?
Qual è lo scopo del viaggio per te?

To de-centre and at the same time

become grounded, centered.

To get from A to B,
to this conference, for example.

To experience some of my personalities.
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